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Pride graphic

Wasn't posted on Instagram and I deleted it from Twitter. However, here are the
Facebook reactions (since we turn off comments):

59 likes
48 loves
1 care/hug
2 laughing
3 sad
37 mad
6 shocked

Libs of TikTok twitter post:

546 Retweets
67 quote tweets
1,524 likes
Parents, if you take your kids to a spectacle like this, you should 
probably reconsider your fitness
Should reconsider parenting
No
 such thing as a family friendly drag show . Nope , doesn’t exist , period .

He
 still has his clothes on, why is anybody giving him money?

It
 should be of concern that there seems to be no shortage on these 
videos.

You
 know times are tough when you depend on getting money from 
children just to survive.

At
 the very least, this one does have clothes on..

I’m
 ashamed I thought the same thing.



What??
 My state did this?

America
 will lose WW3 but we're the real winners for using the correct 
pronouns

My
 view too is that drag performance is both inherently sexualized and 
also intrinsically objectifying of women - neither is appropriate for 
kids. The transgressive nature of drag, especially in contemporary 
Queer Theory culture, is *because* of its mockery of
 sex & sexuality.

One
 of many reasons I'm damn glad I moved from Louisiana to Florida.

Why
 do they always had them cash

I
 don't understand why government entities feel like they need to 
sponsor this stuff. The fact that they do tells me there's lots of budget 
to be cut. And I really don't understand why parents take their kids to 
it.

I'm
 starting to think its safe to judge people by their haircuts. I'm noticing 
a pattern smh.

Try
 not to imagine the private parties

So
 what!

Our
 minds are genuinely unraveling from reality.







I
 agree it’s not really the drags fault it’s the people taking their kids. 
Also if people want to be whatever great, just don’t force feed it to 
others

Government,
 corporations, media, and academia suddenly acting together in 
concert to aggressively promote this while demonizing anyone who 
opposes it

Who
 the hell takes money from a kid?

It's
 called a 'tip' for their performance

Louisiana
 even now??? Is no place safe

So
 you should never let kids tip musicians either, or waiters, or anyone

Sick

There’s
 nothing healthy about this

This
 is just more proof that not everyone should procreate.

Gross.

You
 know it's common to give money to street performers too, and we 
don't find that weird

The
 new sodom and Gomorrah



@SenJohnKennedy
were
 you aware of this?

Did
 you notice it's almost only men walking around naked.

@SenJohnKennedy
dis
 your state?

WTF?

I
 guess the only reason this is still going on is that they just can’t help 
themselves.

nobody
 has ever been molested at a drag show. do you really want me to 
continue

What
 underlies this is a profound stupidity

Can’t
 say the Pledge of Allegiance but we can’t support drag shows! When 
some attacks this country it’s going to be hard to get saved

I
 guess I’m missing something. Why is there always money given to 
them? Am I missing the whole point? I just don’t get it.

They
 ought to be handing him some business cards with therapist names 
on them.

Why
 do they pay them? They shouldnt be accepting money if its a 





They’re
 probably paying it to get its effing arse to just leave them alone. 
Clowns. Literally.

Pride
 month has been the most disgusting 30 days I've witnessed since the 
50s. There's really nothing else to compare it to. I just cant believe 
society has degraded to Sodom and Gomorrah. Sick, sick, sick.

Now
 there is nothing stopping them but Islam

This
 scourge has spread to every region seemingly overnight.

hey
 should be handing money to veterans.

Are
 they teaching kids to pay for sex? Or that they can prostitute 
themselves and make a dollar? Which difference with Epstein? Oh, I 
know, with him parents were not present. WTF.

Why
 give them money like their strippers?! What does that teach your 
kids??

Y’all
 are so attention seeking and it’s sad

Nothing
 like ur daily dose of mental illness to maintain the "health" of ur kids!

Can
 you say lawsuit

Been
 a long month. This display of evil is sickening.



Satan
 doing work

I
 don't understand how this garbage is allowed and how people are 
fine exposing children to this garbage!!

Where’s
 the dildo stand?'

Stop
 already!!

"Department
 of HELLTH"

Shame

@LaGov

Shame
 on these poor excuses for parents

Is
 this ok @GovernorLouisiana?

What’s
 not family friendly about this? It’s literally dress up.

Not
 a f'ing mask on in the whole damn place!

Schools:
 Here is a reading list that has multiple books, including one about Trans-
life. Conservative parents: You can't tell me how to raise my kids. 
Community: Sponsors an inclusive show with drag queens. Conservative 
Parents: I am going to tell you how to raise
 your kids.





There's
 a God damn walker. Grandpa is horny!

Honest
 question - why are drag queens currently the most prominent group of 
people visiting children at schools, libraries, etc? Name any other 
profession that has such a vested interest in getting in front of children. I'll 
wait...

There's
 nothing sexual going on. Relax and smoke a blunt

I
 see no issue here, seems like everyone had a fun family-friendly time.

Just
 come out already...Its 2022, nobody cares...

DEGENERATES
 G R O O M E R S

They
 should call CPS

Remember
 when drag queens looked like women... not whatever that is supposed to 
be

What's
 up with all the cash they're throwing, drag is supposed to be a talent not 
just stripping lol.

HOW
 IS THIS RELATED TO PUBLIC HEALTH

These
 people have really low standards for their strippers

With



 is making so many people insane. Seriously this is not normal behavior at 
all. Its right out in the open , in classrooms, in libraries and if they can't 
come to the children then the children can come to them at businesses 
that are for 21 and up.

Louisiana
 Department of Perversion.

Running
 out of material, huh.

These
 events aren't really for the kids, they are for woke leftists to drag their 
kids to just so they can show other woke leftist parents how woke they 
are. They couldn't care less about the damage they are doing to the kids. 
Called a "transphobe" in 5...4...3...2...1

The
 parents who take their kids to these shows should be spanked until they 
need to be hospitalized.

Truth
 be told, kids see a whole lot worse growing up in Louisiana.

I
 think areas that don't do things like this are gonna see in influx of like 
minded individuals. You already see people fleeing blue states for red.

Looks
 like Hempfield school district. Where the teacher encouraged students to 
tip the drag queens.

So
 the Streep dance for adult that in most cities are in Adult Clubs under city 
laws and codes … now are promoted openly for families and kids. 
Government and officials working for taxpayers can’t be allowed to acts as 
promoters of this acts.
#StopPerversion

Kids







This
 is disgusting to promote in front of children but at least this one has 
clothes on!

Evil
 and sick.

Groomers
 everywhere!!

The
 gay agenda is literally what China and Russia want to happen in the USA.

Degenerates
 raising a fresh generation of degenerates

Is
 it possible to support gay people without turning it into a circus?

Firing
 squad?

Nothing
 the see here. Just a Drag Show financed by Jewish LGBT Instiutions 
owners that get funded by Taxes.

Man
 there was a time we had to pay bigger bucks to go into a smokey dark 
nightclub to enjoy a good drag show.

Stop
 calling them Drag Queens!!! Call them exactly what they are, Transvestite 
Strippers.

God
 only knows how many child sex predators are there in attendance.

Groomers.
 Nothing more





“Drag
 Show” and “Family Friendly” go together like “Pedophile” and 
“Babysitter”. They should never be in the same sentence.

The
 parents should be ID'd and prosecuted for child endangerment.

Lmao
 this is literally family friendly. The drag queen is fully clothed and not 
doing anything sexual. Just be honest and say you don’t think queer 
people should be around kids at all.

Isn't
 Louisana a Republican state? How is this shit happening outside of the 
satanic and demonic blue states? Just goes to show you how deep this 
cultural rot goes.
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